
Oldest car in the tace-and most po pu la t-Sche lle n berg's 1930 Eentley is on the way.

DAY.BY.DAY
ONE TEAM was almost out of the rally only 20 minutes
away from Crystal Palace. Swiss driver Axel Beguin in a

Renault could not find his control book, needed at all
checkpoints.

He said: "l hitched a li.ft from a motor-cyclist who
kindly took me all the way back to Crystal Palace. I

couldn't find the book there and was frantic. I hitched
another lift back to the car and discovered it was under the
seat all the time."

The all-Welsh team led by Bill Bengry, whose Cortina
was first off the start line, had a surprise on the Dover road.
As they slowed for a roundabout somebody pushed a

letter through the open window and said : "Please delivef
that in Sydney for us."

Teams spent the 75-minute Channel crossing checking
road maps and sleeping schedules. Drivers due to take
the wheel for the {irst section of the journey snatched a

few winks oi sleep. Others stocked up with duty-free
cigarettes, cigars and (a few) with spirits. "We'll need this
to keep going towards the end oi the iourney," said one.

Public interest was already becoming intense. French
newsmen and television crews crowded the reception
hall as the Maid of Kent steamed into Calais. And cheering
crowds lined the route as the 98 cars, leaving the Customs
hall at one-minute intervals, sped off into the night.

A star attraction for the French was the biggest and
oldest car in the marathon-the eight litre 1930 Bentley
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by DAVID BENSON
tourer drlven by Keith Schellenberg and Norman B='- .

An unexpected hazard on the road to Paris v.:.- :

at times slowing cars to walking pace. lt certalnl\, .'.: i -
welcomed by Grand Prix racing driver Innes lreie-: .' :

his team mates. They had to dfive 150 miles on s c: . -

when their Mercedes had generator trouble.
Hardest hit were the Australians, many of who- -:

never even seen fog before. Dave McKay in a Holc:- ,
losttwice. Others said they would ratheriace the N- .:,
Desert back home than these sudden blinding c::: .
on the road. More trouble came over a Frencl' :, :.
ruling that banned rally cars from the motorwa. : -

into Paris. Most crews were aware of this a-: - i
planned alternative routes. But some, mostly Aus:-. :
were surprised to find themselves shunted on to i .:. :
through small villages The Aussies called Pres:--' :
Gaulle some rude names that night.

Luck was with the early starters, however. The. ^ .--
the fog and a few nipped undetected down the n-.:.. .

arriving at le Bourget control with time in he"- -:
coqauvinattheairportrestaUrant'Chee|of:..
came for a British-entered Porsche which, along: :: ,: : -

wheels and suitcases, carried an rmmacu ala : .-
umbrella on its roofrack. Huffah pour les - ;,
Iaug hed the crowd.

conttnued o-



OUITE A SAGA
FOR THE BENTLEY
\O CAR attracted more attention than the 1930 Bentley.
fvhen it spun off the road (above) it was officially out of
tne rally because one of its team of drivers was injured. But
tf e remaining crew members salvaged the car (below) and
c:ove on to Bombay.

o.UITE
A SAGA FOR
THE WOMEN
by Eileen Westley
Woman's Editor, Sydney Telegraph

"HOW do you feel ?" the newspaper man asked. How
does a woman feel after travelling 7.000 miles in seven
days ? With my co-drivers, Marion (Mini) Macdonald
and Jenny Gates, I had just arrived at the Bombay control,
the end of the first lap of the London-Sydney Marathon.
We were tired, hot, hungry; desperate for a bath, yet we
felt exhilarated.

I had felt this way at 2,40 p.m. on Sunday, November
24. as our small car stood on the starting grid at Crystal
Palace. Then it was almost f rightening-7,ooo miles later
it was a salve to our weariness. For three amateur women
drivers to attempt such a drive would appear sheer
lunacy or a joke. But not to us. To us it was something
of a challenge.

What did we want to prove ? Certainly not that we were
equal with the men. There are no rampant feminists in
this team. We did want to take part in an adventure.
although we are no great adventurists either. Perhaps it
appealed most to our imagination.

We knew nothing of rallying but what we had read . . .

and that was not much. When we began we looked and
thought no lurther than the next control. Would we get
there on time ; if not, how late would we be ?

As we pottered our way across Europe, Asia Minor
and Central Asia, this was our aim. . . the next control.
Then one day the next control was Bombay.

We set off from London with little thought of what
lay ahead. Our chief conuern was not that the carburettor
might expire, the suspension subside, or the petrol refuse
to pump. When, we wanted to know, would we get our
next bath ? Warned bv the professionals that we would
have to rough it, we were not quite prepared for this.
'Roughing it'in our code, does not include missing a
bath or shower.

Pages have been written about problems the women
drivers would encounter clothes, make-up, their
ability to live with each other for seven days. We had
no real difficulty with any of these. The question that at
{irst amused, and later annoyed us, was the suspected
inability of three women to live in a car, in close con-
finement, for seven days. To us this was nonsense. Why
should we disagree ?

We had one aim-to get our car to the ship in Bombay.
The Droblems of make-uo and clothes were not in-

surmountable. We took one cosmetic bag, but make-up,
we found, melts if left on the Jloor above the exhaust
outlet for 1,000 miles. So our beauty kit became a tube
of eye-liner, two lipsticks. one compact, a collapsed
beauty mask and a comb.
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BASIL CARDEW

NOW just how much thought, care and elfort-apart form
the cost-were involved in preparing the Marathon cars for
the 10,000 miles of continuous night and day driving ? lt
can be said, without fear of contradiction, that the car
manufacturers put at least f8,000 into preparing each of
their cars for the classic event.

The drawing by John Hill on the page opposite gives you
a fairly detailed idea of how the British Leyland cars were
worked on before they were brought to the start line, A
similar mammoth effort was mounted by Ford of Britain
with their cars for the greatest motoring test of endurance
ever staged. They followed four main principles at their
comoetition workshoos.

The first was to make the cars light because of the
dangers of flooding and other rigorous hazards on the
course. They built them with aluminium bodies, bonnets
and doors, also using Perspex in the side and rear windows
along with a Triplex laminated front screen. This reduced
the weight of the cars to a minimum.

Their second care was for protection against the hazards
of the road. This involved stoul "kangaroo" crash bars in
front as protection against crashing into animals as the
competitors fought to maintain their averages in places of
61 miles an hour. This was a must as Fords remembered
their experience in many Safari rallies in Africa, on one
occasion when their car crashed into a buck, losing them
a victory. A precaution to prevent petrol fumes percolating
into the interior of the cars meant fitting a fireproof rear
bulkhead at the back. Special aluminium splash shields
were instalied underneath to ward off the danger of water
being sloshed into the engine compartment when fording
rivers,

Brake lines and all fuel lines were fitted inside the car
where normallv thev run on the outside. This was to avoid
stones whipping up and damaging the life-blood supply
lines. Petrol tanks and the gearbox were protected by
wmp guards.

The third precaution was entitled "coolness"-both for
the crews and engine. So a special electric engine fan was
added and a "bug-beater" replaced the standard radiator
grille, This was in the form of a rectangular fly swatter and
could be easily taken out for cleaning in areas-in Australia
in particular-where the cars run into myriads oi insects
which normally completely seal up the radiator grille. So
the "bug-beater" could be taken out and cleaned in a trice

-a great improvement on my own experience of driving
rally cars when we had to fiddle about with a toothbrush
to allow the engine to breathe.

Coolness for the driver and passengers was ensured by

Eileen Westley (centre) with her co-d vers - Jenny
Gates and "Mini" Macdonald.

Our wardrobe consisted of
suit. one sweater and a pair

u nderwear, a tra cl(
pants. This was a

meagre supply for three young women who have, on
occasion, changed their minds four times before dinner.
I heard it announced in London that lwas taking a

nightdress along, and was promptly howled down.'Mini'
and Jenny informed me that not only was there no room,
but how would I feel out in the rain changing a tyre ?

We did not have to change any tyres, but we had
enough incidents to compensate . . . like earlier, a minor
brush with a roadbank, dropped suspension and a hold-
up. Three charming Dutch pressmen rescued us the first
time, a sweet lranian truck-drivel the second, the B.M.C.
service crew the third, and the fourth a group of bandits.
These were. we learned later, real but our faces and lack
of grammar must have turned them off. This was the only
time we admitted to being frightened. When your only
weapon against bayonets and guns is a penknife given
by a kind granny, wouldn't you be scared ?

It was after our hold-up that we decided that there
are definite advantages in being a female rally driver.
Not only did our male colleagues stop if they saw us
at the roadside. but they were willing to give up time,
which we knew the men could ill afford. to helo. lt is
extremely difficult to repay such kindness, but to us this
was the most important factor in our progress to Bombay.

There were also, we found, several minor disadvantages
to this rallying. When we bumped the roadbank we
buckled our front iender on to the wheel. No problem?
Not if you weigh fourteen stone and have a strong pair
of hands ! But we tugged, muttered, tugged and muttered
some more, and the fender held {irm. After ten minutes
'Mini' oroffered the wire cutters and we set about
destroying the beauty of our little car. On one inch per
five minutes rate of progress would have ensured our
stay in the desert until Christmas at least, but the lranian
truckie came to the rescue and soeedilv tidied our
handiwork. The rest of our run to Bombay was uneventful
if you disregard the 2,500 miles of bump, bump minus
tne suspensron.

Would we do it again ? Our initial reaction is Yes, but
I don't really think we could. This rally has been unique
and our part in it has also been unique. We have had a

tantastic time, but it could never be duplicated.
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\ CAR FOR A MARATHON
STUDDED TYRES

ANTI HEAT ROOF (For ice I snowl

FLASHING AMBER LAMP

PERSPEX WINDOWS GRAB HANDLE

IIAVIGaTORS tNrFRtnR SBASH 8AR] READING LAMP ,/I r ,,-^^^-^- / ./ .P 8AG
I-F-t- ll-or loose articles)

*LAMINATED WINDSCREEN

MATT BLACK BONNET

ANTI.SWEAT SEATS

HYDROLASTIC PUMP
(For suspension)

LOCKING

- 

PETROL CAP

REAR TOWING EYES

REVERSING LAMP

(Anti-dazzle)

)NT IOWING EYES MAGNESIUM WHEELS

EXTINGUISHER SAFETY BELTS TOOL BOX

"t"T

INTERIOR WINDSCREEN
WASHER CONTAINEF
(To see level)

REAR MUD

ELACK INTERIOR
{Anli-dazzle)

A British Leyland 1800 - specially built, equipped and vety specially tuned.

insulating the car rool. The ordlnary head lining was torn
out to be replaced by insulation material to keep the car
inlerior cool in Australia where dav temoeratures often
reach 130 degrees Fahrenheit. This insulation also helps
to keep the car warm ln the acutely cold nights.

Comfort was the third consideration. Here Fords worked
with experts attached to the International Wool Secretariat
who said that in Australia you would often see a farmer
driving in the greatest heat with a big fleece over the car.
This wards off the heat during the day and cold at night,
So special seats covered in fleece were designed for Fords
Marathon cars. In fact, the London-Sydney event was used
as a 10,000 mile test bed to bring more comfort to the
normal motorist in all climatic conditions.

These high spots of the preparations do not take in the
usual competitors' work of strengthening the car suspen-
sion to cope with all manner of conditions and, of course,
detuning the engine to cope with the bad petrol they have
to pick up along the course.

Another insight to the vital job of preparing the Marathon
cars comes from the Royal Navy whose official entry was
Captain Hans Hamilton driving a B.M.C. 1800 saloon, The
Navy bulletin states: "The dynamic (which is the only way

to describe them) team in the Special Tuning Department
have built the car with meticulous care and attention to
detail. lt would be wrong to hand out such details having
appreciated how much the success or failure depends on
the vehicle, and secrecy is part of strategy. We can say that
as engineers in the Royal Navy, we do not and are not
expected to associate ourselves with shoddy workmanship
or second-rate material. We also know a fine craJtsman
when we see one. Every person at Abingdon (seat of
British Leyland's Competitions Department) who has been
working on our car leaves nothing to be desired. They
all deserve our praise and appreciation of their standards ot
quality and reliability, which match our own.

"We collected the almost finished product fot a quick
trial run-in and took her down to Plvmouth and back.
While there, we measured up our special stowages and
wrote out a defect list. The latter was mainly nit-picking-
the performance and handling characteristics were superb.
We feel we have a car of rugged strength-some character
too, and above all British."

Ninety-eight cars started in the Marathon so you can
multiply the competitors' preparation efforts by that great
number.
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Antval at Calais. queue to get on foreign soil.

PARIS -TURIN
- BELGRADE
DENSE fog and ice patches on the road made the gorng

hazardous for drivers as they carried on through the early
morning for Turin. There were delays at Mont BIanc

Tunnel where Customs men, enlorcing de Gaulle's new
currency contfols, insisted on checking through the
drivers' money. In the tunnel itsel{ seven miles long,
overtaking prohibited-one British team trying to pass a

slow lorry was courteously reminded by a policeman that
there is no driving on the left.

Daylight on Monday revealed crowds of excited on-
lookers lining the autostrada across northern ltaly-and
some minor breakdowns. A Russian Moskvitch was held
up by transmission jailure. Peter Harper's Ford Cortina
broke down near Venice with water pump trouble The

M.G.B. sponsored by Nova magazine needed emergency
repairs to its overdrive and starter motor' And Patrick
Lindsay, co driver of the open Bentley, was dismayed to
find his special arctic survival suit had fallen ovelboard
during the night. "l hope I don't lreeze in Afghanistan."
he said.

Unluckiest o{ all were Ford's tough Swedish team of
Bengt Soderstrom and Gunnar Palm. Their Lotus Cortina

limped into Turin control four hours early but with a

broken engine. A vital cog in the overhead camshaft drive

had collapsed. In Britain the part would cost only 35s.

But a swift telephone check round northern ltaly revealed

that there were only three similar cars registered in the
whole area. Eventually one was tracked down in a back-
street used-car lot. The owner brought it to the control
point and demanded f100 {or the tiny cog wheel
Soderstrom paid up. He said:"1 would rather pay f100
now than drop out of the rally-and that fellow knew it

to

I hope he is never in the same kind of trouble himself."
Late that night mechanics were still working desperately

to put the engine right, but the drivers weren't worried by
the delay. They had plenty of time in hand to reach
Belgrade. There was an anguished moment too for the
drivers of a French Citroen. After clocking in at Turin, they
booked into a nearby motel for a iew hours'sleep, leaving
their passports at the desk. When it came to check-out
time, the motel found their passpofts had been given to
another team by mistake.

Many crews decided to press straight on for Belgrade.
Taking full advantage of fast roads, they hoped to afrive
with time in hand for servicing, resting and eating before
going on to tackle the tougher terraln to the east.

But there were lighter moments. "Gelignite" Jack
Murray of B.M.C. Australia's team-one of the characters
of the Marathon had left London with a 15lbs. plum
pudding specially sent up from down under. He said:
"l was carving up a bit {or my co-drivers on the
road to Belgrade when we passed Stewart Mcleod in his
Alfa. His two mates were asleep and he looked very tired,
so lsignalled to him if he would like some pudding. He
nodded, so at 80 miles an hour we pulled alongside and I

handed a piece to him through the window. My pudding
is disappearing fast, l've only got 7lbs. of it to last me to
Bombay."

Most of the teams took less than 12 hours to cover the
72O-mile section to Belgrade, where big crowds were
waiting to give them their biggest weJcome of the rally
so far.

The Australian Amoco teams oJ Volvos lound a neat
answer to the problem oi fuel, which was expected to
deteriorate in quality as the cars got further East. Cans of
high-grade petrol were waiting at the frontier to take them
across Yugoslavia. But it was on this, the last of the
''easy" European sections, that the first serious crash came.
ln the early hours o{ Tuesday morning a Vauxhall Ventora
driven by Cecil Woodley left the road just '100 miles from
Belgrade. A driver close behind said: "He must have
been doing 90 riles an hour when he veered dowr a

bank into so{t mud. The car roiled three times. We stopped.
The lights and ignition were stili on and petrol was pouring
from the tanks. I expected the car to blow up at any
moment. Some Yugoslavs helped us get the crew out .

It turned out that Woodley had flicked a cigarette out of
the window and it had blown back onto his sleeping
co-driver. He turned to grab it before it burned anything
and the car swerved off the road. Wood ey, who had

broken his shoulder, was given a li{t into Belglade for
urgent medical attention, reluctantly leaving his team
mates with the problem oi towing their wrecked car out
of the country before the Yugoslavs demanded import
dutv. Bv 10 a.m. cars wete scattered all over the city as

drivers grabbed their last sleep before the stan of the
"real rallv"-the 5.000-mile run to Bombay.
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Lights blazing far safety even ln daylight jn the Aosta

though it was over smooth dirt, heavy rains could make it
perilously slippery. There was another danger for drivers,
too children throwing stones at the cars as they sped
through Turkish villages. A number of cars turned up later
in Sivas with smashed windows and dented bodies.

ISTANBUL-SIVAS
-TEHERAN
PETER SARG ENT'S Chrysler Valiant estate caf didn't get
as far as lstanbul. Just outside, as they moved out to
overtake a lofiy, they were slde,swiped by a lorry coming
rn the opposite difection. The driver following behind
said: ''After the two vehicles touched, the lorry skidded
sideways and I thought it was going to write off the next
six cars in the marathon. I don't know how t missed Lts
a ll." Soderstom and Paln"r's vaiiant sprlnt was also brought
to an end on this section by poor Turkish petrol. Their
Lotus Cortina was forced to retire with a burned out
piston.

Husband and wfe tean Nick and Jennie Brittan had
a narrow escape just 100 miles before Sivas. A horse
dashed in iront of them when they were tfavelling at
80 miles an hour, smashing a w ng and the windscreen.

continued on page 20
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